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MANCHESTER
HERBARIUM AND ME!
Barbara Porter, 1 Hazel Close, Marple,
Stockport, SK6 7QT
It all began about 10 years ago when I
visited the Herbarium at Manchester Uni-
versity with my local Natural History
group.   We were all sitting around listening
to the then curator, Sean  Edwards, talking
about what the Herbarium was he and did.
I was sitting there admiring the white-
painted vaulted Victorian ceiling and the
little balconies for quiet work spaces and
said to myself, “Oh! I’d love to work here!”
But I must have said it out loud, because
before I knew where I was Sean had stuck
a list of jobs under my nose and asked if I
fancied any of them.  There in the middle
was something about reviewing the ferns
and dividing the European ones from the
General ones to make two collections.  I
never stopped to think how little I actually
knew about ferns at that moment :- a rea-
sonable knowledge of British ferns, a smat-
tering of different European ones and
nothing at all about world ones, except the
few I grew in the garden and house. Igno-
rance is bliss!!
The Herbarium is housed above the Muse-
um, in the attic, 5 stories up, with one large
room with high up windows, an enormous
table in the middle and shelves wherever
they could be fitted, two very long corri-
dors leading off stacked to the high up
windows with shelves and cupboards on
either side and workspaces in the middle.
These lead on to more rooms at the end,
with odd nooks and crannies and yet more
collections.  There’s an office for the assist-
ant curator, down there, more work spaces,
a mezzanine above for more space and a
spiral staircase in the corner that leads to

the tower where there are two more storage
rooms and an upright ladder leading to a
little room in the tower itself, where you
can get an incredible view of all the roof
tops of Manchester and even the Pennines
where I live on the lower slopes of the hills
15 miles away.
In those days, before the refurbishment
programme in the herbarium, the speci-
mens were wrapped in big plastic bags, not
sealed in any way and with the ends tucked
under,  housed in ancient old cupboards
whose doors wouldn’t shut properly.
Nowadays, we have pristine work surfaces,
cupboards whose doors shut properly and
dust-proof  Selander boxes to store them in.
So then, a lot of my work consisted of
remounting specimens or cleaning them up
if they were not too bad.  Luckily for me a
proportion of them had been remounted
from time to time.  But many of them were
incredibly filthy covered with over a centu-
ry of Manchester city centre grime.  I love
remounting, it is so satisfactory to produce
a clean presentable specimen re-labelled
and ready for another 100 years, (but you
should see my fingernails!)  The re-label-
ling was the real problem. At the beginning
I didn’t even know that names had changed
over the years, e.g. that some Dryopteris
had once been known as Lastraea or Neph-
rodium or that there were a great many
families in Polypodiaceae that have now
been given there own genus.
Some books gave the old names as well,
some didn’t and what was worse there was
a great shortage of modern fern books in
the Herbarium library at that time.  All I did
have was Flora Europaea; Volume 1 of
European Garden Flora;  Christiansen’s
Index Filicum,  dated 1900; which was just
a list of corrections of old names replaced
with 1900 ones, also so dilapidated, it was
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This collection was given to the Herbarium
in 1911 by his wife. He wrote many books
on Natural History. Examples are A Man-
chester Flora (1859), The Trees of Old
England, (1870), The Shakespere Flora
(1883), Grindon’s Pathway to Botany,
(1872) and Country Rambles and Man-
chester Walks and Wild Flowers, (1882).
He also made a collection of dried speci-
mens of any plants he could get hold of.
His contacts with collectors and Botanical
gardens all ranged widely and finally his
collection covered most of the world.  Just
think of the difficulties he must have en-
countered and the time it would have taken
him to write a request and receive the spec-
imens in the second half of the 19th century
in the days of sail and steam.
In the beginning, and he started at the age
of thirteen, he collected for his own interest
but later he used them for one of his many
missions, which was to make the lives of
the Victorian factory worker from the
slums of Ancoats or Gorton a little less
bleak. He did this by showing them the
flowers and vegetables they could grow in
their little back yards. I think he got carried
away and collected anything and every-
thing including weeds (which could be use-
ful) and ferns like Cyathea, which would
never have grown in Manchester. Also
groundnut, Arachis hypagea  breadfruit,
Pandanus sp. one leaf of which covers an
entire folio page, coffee Coffea arabica and
other unlikely denizens of a back yard.  He
mounted specimens on small pieces of pa-
per, but he was soon using 19”x 12” paper
and was mounting each specimen very
carefully making slits on each side of the
stem with a penknife and fastening glued
strips through to the back of the paper.
Many of these original specimens still sur-
vive, at least the labels do still have his

tied together with string,  a supplement
dated 1964,  most of the British Fern Floras
and various old Victorian volumes on ferns
from different parts of the world, like India,
the Himalayas or the East Indies, some with
line drawings, most not.  All very out of
date, so at the beginning I was more of a
refurbisher and tidier upper than a pteridol-
ogist but bit by bit, I began to remember the
names and needed to do less correcting and
fewer question marks were the order of the
day.  I often took my own books down and
some of them are pretty heavy, like the
American Fern Growers Manual by
Hoshizaki and Moran.  Martin Rickard’s
Plant Finder was a good friend too and a
friend brought me a beautiful and useful
one from a visit she made to New Zealand
It took a while for it to dawn on me that the
Herbarium could buy what I needed and
sure enough  all the ones I asked for were
bought.  So, I was learning bit by bit!!
After the refurbishing and on moving back
in again, we kept finding odd boxes up in
the tower rooms or on the mezzanine or
even just piled up on the floor and I’d come
in to find yet another odd box on my desk.
Sometimes they were just loosely wrapped
up in tissue paper not mounted at all and
scraps of paper with whatever information
there was, so if there was enough informa-
tion with them they could be processed and
filed away.  Basically you have to have the
name of the specimen, locality, the name of
the collector, the date and who verified the
name if not the collector, without that there
is no validity. I did rescue quite a lot and
slotted them into the collections with the
relevant collection number.
Some turned out to be garden specimens
and they all ended up in Leo Grindon’s
collection.
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distinctive handwriting.  Later he gave up
mounting and kept them in loose sheets of
tissue paper.  He said that it was easier for
his classes to see them held up to the light.
To complement his actual specimens, he
added coloured illustrations, (to show the
actual colour) articles from contemporary
gardening magazines and correspondence
from fellow botanists.  He bought 2 copies
of each magazine, so his pupils would not
have to turn over the pages. He acquired
tattered copies of old herbals, like Theatri-
cum Botanicum by John Parkinson 1640, or
Fuchs’ A New Herball, 1568.  In fact he
used dozens of different sources.
There are 24 cupboards of Grindon’s col-
lection in the Herbarium from floor to
ceiling.  Nowadays it has become the de-
pository of anything that is doubtfully wild
and also Charles Bailey’s collection is in
there too, but a very large percentage of it
is Grindon’s own.  It also includes 5 cup-
boards of a comprehensive fern collection,
which compliments very nicely the wild
British, European and general ferns else-
where in the Herbarium.
Grindon also founded the Manchester Nat-
ural History Society, but was blackballed
from the Literary and Philosophical Socie-
ty because he allowed women to join amid
scurrilous stories about what the
“botanicals” got up to in the field.
I got to know some of the collectors quite
well too and recognised them when I saw
them.  They were so individual in their way
of working.  For instance there was a lady
called Jessie Heywood who collected in
New Zealand around 1900 whose speci-
mens were so beautifully mounted and dis-
played and so fresh looking that she is
instantly recognisable.  They are real works
of art!  I don’t know how she did it, but

many of her specimens were still green as
in life and had not gone brown as most do.
She had also mounted them, not by using
narrow strips of paper as we do. But punch-
ing tiny holes on either side of the stipe or
pinna and very carefully tying them down
and knotting them at the back with cotton.
It must have taken her hours to do each one.
New Zealand collectors on the whole were
very concerned with appearance and many
of them seemed to collect them to sell. So,
they decorated the bottom of the main fern
stem with bits of moss and small pinnae
from other species, so they would make a
pretty picture. In fact in one collection there
was a brochure with a list of what was
available for sale. (see illustration opposite)
I wonder how it got to Manchester Herbar-
ium.
I’ve certainly learned a lot in the last 10
years,  but have a horrible feeling that I’ve
now started on the downward path,  old age
is creeping on,  my memory is going and
I’m regressing back to where I started,
knowing next to nothing.  It only needs
someone to show me a specimen and  say
“What’s this, Barbara ?” and Barbara
knows perfectly well but the name is stuck
somewhere in her head and just wont come
out and sometimes arrives too late.  Any-
way its not yet chronic and the name usual-
ly turns up in the end,   so perhaps  I’ll
manage to finish the job.
Source for Grindon.  “History and descrip-
tion of my Herbarium” A hand written set
of papers found at the Herbarium 2005.
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A NOTE ON
PHENOLOGY IN

NORTH WEST
DERBYSHIRE

A.V. Smith, I Carr Meadow Cottages,
Glossop Road, Little Hayfield, High
Peak, SK22 2NR
Based on data contributed by members of
New Mills Natural History Society and
weather records supplied by Jack Shaw and
Buxton Weather Station. All weather
records analysed and presented by Jack
Shaw.

Last year New Mills Natural History
Society initiated a project on the phenology
of groups of organisms in the locality.  A
notebook has been opened in which
notable dates are recorded by members and
this is indexed and updated by Anita
Partington (AP).
Several of our members keep "Nature
Diaries" and have extracted very useful
information which is enabling detailed
analysis of event dates over a significant
number of years. Pam Gee (PG), Stan
Dobson (SD) and Tony Smith (AVS) have
made useful contributions.
Jack Shaw (JAHS) has operated an
accurate weather station at Birch Vale for
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nearly 20 years and has recorded data for many variables. A weather station on the slopes
at Buxton has yielded records covering the past 100 years and these have kindly been
made available to us: JAHS has extracted and tabulated much of this data. Given an
overlap of Birch Vale and Buxton data it had been possible to establish the relationship
between the two sets of data and thus to apply a correction to provide continuity of
records with the set at Birch Vale. In the case of maximum air temperature an addition of
2 degees C to Buxton temperatures is approximate to the Birch Vale data.
With growing interest in the
topic of global warming it was
considered that an
investigation of the correlation
of event dates with some of the
weather variables would be of
interest. In particular the
weather variable chosen was
Maximum April Air
Temperature.
This is given in graphical form
as Figure 1 (right), in which it
seemed appropriate to use a
power law correlation.
In most cases graphs of event dates vs time in years show outliers which indicate a poor
correlation. However if the assumption is made that late event date outliers can be
eliminated because they are the result of late observations, but that events cannot be noted
before they occur then trends become apparent. In the graphs given below, the second of
each pair of graphs is the result of elimination on the basis of visual examination.
Events for which sufficient data is available to attempt analysis include:
1. Arrival of Swallows noted at Kinder (PG) and Little Hayfield (AVS): Figure 2 and 2a;

3 and 3a
2. Frogs spawning at Birch Vale (SD): Figures 5
3. Willow Warblers Arriving at Birch Vale (SD): Figures 6 and 6a
4. Cuckoos calling at Kinder (PG): Figure 4
In the compilation of the graphs, the Microsoft EXEL package has been used. In all cases
except those noted a linear correlation has been used and the goodness of the correlation
demonstrated by the correlation coefficient - R2. In several of the cases, this is
surprisingly good.
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Figures 2 & 2a

Figures 3 & 3a
Although it is not possible to justify the action on rigorous grounds, It should be apparent
that removal of the "upper " outliers results in a much clearer and more statistically
significant trend.
In the case of the Kinder cuckoos it is
noticeable to PG that the number and
frequency of calls is much less in recent
years; (noted also at Little Hayfield) and
this may have a bearing on the spread of
results. In any case it has not been
considered appropriate to work on the
data in any way.
 Figure 4

For the willow warblers, a power correlation might be more appropriate than the linear
one shown (see over) and this would tie in with the temperature data: (an inverse
relationship).  However the data is too sparse but the trend is clear.
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Figures   5 & 5a
A similar consideration applies to the frog
data, although this would certainly be
improved by elimination of the outliers.
  Figure 6

For the Hayfield swallows, there is a good
correlation with temperature:
  Figure 7
Perhaps this is related to the availability of
sufficient numbers of flying insects

Conclusions
There seems to be little doubt that there is an increase in Spring temperatures and that this
is having an effect on critical events in the life cycles of several of our familiar creatures.
The effect is far from clear, however, in the case of the cuckoos and the only reason for
this which comes readily to mind concerns their passage across desert at the beginning of
their migration - but this might also apply to swallows. Perhaps, as suggested above, any
effect of climate is obscured by the apparently increasing scarcity of the cuckoos.
It is not presumed that the above is rigorously scientific. However it is hoped that it
illustrates the value and the interest of keeping a diary.
The recording project is continuing with considerable enthusiasm in New Mills Natural
History Society. Perhaps it will serve as an example to other societies or individuals!
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North Western
Naturalists’Union -

Vascular Plants Section -
Annual Report 2006

Dave Earl, 2A Ash Street, Southport,
PR8 6JH

2006 was certainly a very active year for
making further progress with the study of
vascular plants here in the North West of
England and neighbouring areas. At present
there still remains a strong bias to South
Lancashire but we do need to know more
about vascular plant activities throughout
the North West of England and I will be
encouraging other botanists to contribute
activity summaries to our annual reports
over the coming years.
i) As the Vascular Plants Secretary I have
been actively transfering datasets into a
program called Mapmate which now holds
almost 600,000 records. Imports include
data provided by Bolton, Liverpool and
Manchester Museums, records from BRC
and summary 1km data obtained from
Lancashire County Council. The bulk of the

data is for South Lancashire and relates to
the South Lancashire Flora Project but
data has also be added for Cheshire,
Shropshire, Derbyshire, Staffordshire,
Lancashire north of vc59 and for several
vice counties in North Wales. The data
includes much of my work on Rubus since
around 1983. These datasets are also sent
out the associated BSBI vice county
recorders and to associated local record
centres such as rECOrd.
ii) A great deal of progress has been made
with the compilation of species accounts
for the forthcoming flora and draft
accounts are steadily being circulated to
contributors for constructive criticism.
iii) 10km data has been supplied to the
BSBI for the Atlas Update Project (see
maps on the BSBI website) by several of
our local vice county recorders and one
can clearly see the contributions made by
local botanists for Staffordshire, Cheshire
and South Lancashire since Atlas 2000
was published.
iv) A major activity during 2006 was the
provision of data for the BSBI hybrid
project. This has amounted to several
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thousand records and is known to be a
considerable addition to the amount of data
previously held by the BSBI.
v) During the winter of 2006 there was a
focus on the extraction of historic data from
the local floras of Manchester, Liverpool
and Preston. This has made a considerable
difference and has provided additional
results and clearly illustrates the decline of
a number of species. Good examples
include Common Sundew, Bog Myrtle,
Goldilocks Buttercup and Green-veined
Orchid.
vi) Recording meetings have continued to
be associated with field excursions held by
the Manchester Field Club and Liverpool
Botanical Society. This year we had the
additional BSBI meeting held at Southport
and the BSBI Rubus weekend meeting held
in Staffordshire. There was also a Rubus
identification day for mebers of The
Shropshire Botanical Society at Preston
Montford with a field excursion to
Haughmond Hill. Other activities include
regular midweek meetings by  Liverpool
Botanical Society members within Cheshire
and Lancashire.
vi) Further progress has been made with
digital photography with the inclusion of
numerous North West of England images
on the British-wild-flowers website. Such
website activity will be increased with
additional commentaries to aid the
identification of vascular plants.
vii) Notably new finds include a new
colony of Blysmus rufus at Birkdale on the
BSBI Southport field meeting as this
spcies which was considered to be extinct.
The hybrid sedge Carex x pseudoaxillaris
was also found on the above meeting.
There has been significant progress with
work on Equisetum hybrids especially in

the West Pennine moors area by Peter
Jepson with critical determinations by
Chris Page. Much progress has been made
with Rubus recording in North Wales,
Shropshire, Staffordshire and Cheshire and
a summary of the results for 2006 will
appear in a forthcoming issue of The
Northwestern Naturalist.
Members and botanical associates do need
to keep my posted of their activites and
more importantly the results that are
obtained. Do send information to my email
address: david.earl@talktalk.net
Note that a Vascular Plant Section
excursions programme for 2007 is in
printed in the Society Diary of this issue of
The Northwestern Naturalist.

WIGAN & DISTRICT
FIELD CLUB

It is with regret that we inform our mem-
bers of the winding up of the Wigan and
District Field Club. This society was
formed in 1945 and will have its last
meeting 7th December 2007.

Free to Good Home
Copies of Watsonia from 1986 to the

present day.
Available free if collected.

Please ring :
Diana Downing 01257 474240
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SOCIETY DIARY
FYLDE NATURALISTS' SOCIETY
Lectures are usually fortnightly from September to March and start at 7.30 pm at the
Fylde Coast Alive Church Hall, Raikes Parade, Blackpool at a charge of £1.00 per
person.
Wednesday 13 June : Mauld Meaburns
Meet 11.00am at GR627161
Leader Barry Dyson
Saturday 16 June :  Levensbridge to Arnside coach trip
Fare £7.00. Leader Chris Hawkins
Wednesday 20 June : St Michaels & Myerscough Quarry
Meet 1.30pm at St Michaels Tennis Club Car Park
LeaderJim Sheldon
Wednesday 27 June Roudsea Woods
Meet 11.00am at GR330827
Leader Mike Bloomfield
Saturday 30 June : Castlerigg Stone Circle to Derwentwater coach trip
Fare £10.00. Leader Winifred Clements
Wednesday 4 July  : Ainsdale NNR
Meet 11.00am at Visitor Centre Beach Rd at GR298127
Leader Gerry Stephen
Wednesday 11July : Longridge Fell
Meet 1.30pm at Car park at GR687407
Leaders Derek Smith/Gerry
Saturday 14 July : Anderton & Marbury Explorer Trail coach trip
Fare £8.50. Leaders Gerry & Melody Stephen
Wednesday 18 July : Humphrey Head
Meet11.00am GR390738 at Beach Car Park
Leader Gerry Stephen
Wednesday 25 July Lytham St Annes Nature Rerserve
Meet 1.30pm  Car Park GR313298
Leader Kitty Livesley
Saturday 28 July : Settle coach trip
Fare £10.00. Leader Tony Taziker
Wednesday 1 August: Brockholes Nature Reserve
Meet 11.00am at GR583304
Leader Gerry Stephen
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Tuesday 7 August : Marton Windmill and Marton Mere
Meet 11.00am at the Mill Preston New Road
Leader Carole Thaw
Saturday 11 August : Scout Scar
Fare £7.50. Leader Mike Bloomfield
Wednesday 15 August :  Smardale CWT
Meet 11.00am Newbiggin on Lune at GR703054
Leader Geoff Manger
Wednesday 22 August : Foulshaw Moss CWT
Meet 11.00am at GR452840
Leader Anne Smith
Saturday 25 August : Grange over Sands to Cartmel coach trip
Fare £8.50. Leader Carole Thaw
Wednesday 29 August : Arnside Knott
Meet 11.00am at  Car Park at GR456775
Leader Gerry Stephen
Wednesday 5 September : lecture – The 2 'P's Miles apart
Gerry Stephen
Saturday 8 September : Bolton-by Bowland - coach trip
Fare £6.50. Leader Mike Sutcliffe
Wednesday 19 September : lecture – Nature through the Seasons
Phil Smith
Saturday 22 September : Leighton Moss Circular coach trip
Fare £7.00. Leader Chris Hawkins
Wednesday 25 September: Ainsdale Fungal Foray
Meet 11.00am at GR303111
LeaderAnne Smith
LIVERPOOL BOTANICAL SOCIETY
Indoor meetings will be held at the Clore Natural History Centre, World Museum
Liverpool, William Brown Street.
Members are advised to check with meeting leaders or Wendy Atkinson for further
information regarding field trips, and the possibility of car sharing for the Downham and
Bowland meetings. Please wear suitable footwear and waterproof clothing for meetings
and bring a packed lunch.
Friday 15 June: Altcar. (Evening meeting)
18.38 Southport train from Central station. Alight at Hightown station 19.02.
Leader – Steve Cross (Tel: 0151 920 5718)
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Saturday 23 June: Cwm Idwal, Snowdonia
Joint meeting with Merseyside Naturalists' Association.  Coach trip, cost £15, pay on
day. Pick-up points: 8.30 Rocket (end of M62, Fireside World), 8.45 William Brown
Street, 9.00 Woodside (Canning Street) and 9.15 Bromborough Village. Book with
David Bryant (Tel: 0151 523 5240), before 31st May.
Saturday 7 July: Leasowe and West Kirby
09.40 West Kirby train from Central station. Alight at Moreton 09.59.
Leader – Keith Watson (Tel: 0151 334 6170)
Saturday 28 July: Bowland
Meet at Cocklet picnic and car park, Gisburn Forest near Slaidburn(GR SD745549) at
10.15am.
Leader – Eric Greenwood (Tel: 0151 342 5885)
Saturday 25 August: Cabin Hill Formby
09.23 Southport train from Central Station. Alight at Formby station 09.51.
Leader – Phil Smith (Tel: 01704 872596)
Saturday 8 September: St Helens Canal and "Burgy Banks"
09.57 Blackpool train from Liverpool Lime Street. Alight at St. Helens Central 10.16.
Leader – Peter Gateley (Tel: 01695 572794)
Saturday 13 October: Freshfield Fungal Foray
09.23 Southport train from Central Station. Alight at Freshfield station 09.53.
Leader – Maria Knowles (Tel: 01744 23322
Saturday 10November: Holiday Exhibits, slides, Photos, Specimens etc.
Members are urged to bring along specimens of interest.
Botanical accounts from near and far welcome
Saturday 8 December: A Celebration of Trees
David Bryant
Saturday 12 January 2008: Plants of an Ancient Continent
Joan Vincent
Saturday 9 February: Annual General Meeting
Followed by a resume of the 2007 field meetings, slides, photos, exhibits etc.
Saturday 8 March: British Arctic-Alpine Plants… catch them while we still have
them?
Peter Gateley
NORTHWESTERN NATURALISTS' UNION - BRYOPHYTE AND LICHENS
SECTION
All meetings on Saturdays, starting at 10.30 am (except 12 May, 11 am). Bring food
and clothing adequate for a full day in rough country and bad weather. Please check
with section secretary a day or so before the meeting, in case of cancellation or
changes.
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Saturday July 7 : Limekiln Wood
Meet outside houses at SJ869584 - contact Mike Walton for detailed directions (01606
832 613 or mikea.walton@virgin.net)
Leader Mike Walton
*** NB Changed venue.
Saturday August 11 : Kingsterndale
SK094.717
Leader Joan Egan
Saturday September 8 : Tor Side
Meet car park, SK068.983
Leaders Alan & Norman Bamforth
Saturday October 6 : Haslingden Grane
Meet Visitor Centre SD751.231
Leader Martha Newton
Saturday November 10 : Easden Clough
Meet at minor road junction SD853.277
Leader John Lowell
Saturday December 15 : Strinesdale
SD 955063
Leaders Alan & Norman Bamforth
NORTHWESTERN NATURALISTS' UNION VASCULAR PLANT SECTION
The Meetings are open to people of all botanical abilities and are intended to aid
botanical learning and recording in Cheshire, Lancashire and neighbouring counties.
Always come prepared for adverse weather conditions, wear suitable clothing and have
adequate supplies of food & drink. Most meetings will finish by 17.00 at the latest.
All people attend at their own risk and are advised to inform the leader of any health
problems in advance of the meeting. All meetings will be led by Dave Earl who can be
contacted on 01704 540337.
Please note that additional informal botanical meetings will also be held in association
with local botanists on weekdays and so it is worth contacting Dave Earl to see what
other excursions are proposed. It is hoped to visit parts of Staffordshire, Shropshire,
Cumbria, Derbyshire, Flintshire, Denbighshire and western areas of Yorkshire during
2007 on the informal excursions.
Sunday 16 June Peak Forest Canal & Goyt Valley, Strines – in search of "The
Alderley Edge Bramble"
Meet Ridge Hill car-park at SJ964866 at 11.00am
Sunday 21July Beacon Country Park – Rubus for beginners
Meet at visitor car-park at Mill Lane SD508068 at 10.30am
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Sunday 4 August Heysham Head – to look at coastal flowers
Meet at Knowlys Road SD418616 at 11.00am
t.b.c. September Otterspool Park & Sefton Park – in search of exotics
meet at Jericho Lane at SJ378864 at 11.00am
Sunday 27 October Styal Woods – a fungi day
Meet at free car-park west of Pownall Park, Wilmslow at SJ839821 at 11.00am
ALTRINCHAM AND DISTRICT NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY
Tuesday September 25 :  Botany in Morocco
Illustrated lecture by John Edmondson
Saturday September 29 : Delamere Forest Fungus Foray
9.30 a.m. Full Day Excursion -. Contact 0161-928-413
Tuesday October 9 : History of the british landscape
Illustrated lecture by Mark Champion
Tuesday October 23  Our national parks
Illustrated lecture by Dr Angela Hilton
Tuesday November 6 : Bonfire and social supper
To include a Bring & Buy sale. Details from Committee. Limited Numbers
Tuesday November 13 : Down on the farm
Illustrated lecture by Charles Owen
Tuesday November 27 : Wild swans in Lancashire
Illustrated lecture by Charles Ligget
Tuesday December 11 :  Iceland; birds of fire and ice
Film Show with Gordon Yates
Saturday 15 December :  Marbury walk and pub lunch
Details from Committee
Tuesday January 8 2008 : Namibia - at last!
Illustrated lecture by Mike Pettipher
Tuesday January 15 : New year dinner
To celebrate 100 years of Alt. Nats.
Venue to be announced. Details from the committee
Tuesday January 22 : *Phil Newton Memorial Lecture* History of trees
with Andrew Bonehill
Tuesday February 12 : Margaret Mee; botanist and explorer
Illustrated lecture by John Churchman
Tuesday February 26 : Curioser and curioser
Illustrated lecture by Margaret Curry
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Tuesday March 4 : Social Supper and bring & buy
Details from Committee. Limited Numbers
Tuesday March 11 : Diving round Scotland
Illustrated lecture by David Moss
Tuesday March 25 : *Annual General Meeting*
With a short slide show to conclude the evening. Exhibits of natural history are welcome
Supplementary Spring/Summer programme Will be available at this meeting.
Saturday April 5 : Ploughman's Lunch
Details from Committee
Tuesday April 8 : All about bats
Illustrated lecture by Martin James
Tuesday April 22 :  History of the green man
Illustrated lecture by well-known TV personality Mark Olly
Tuesday May 13 : Jacksons Brickworks - before and after
Illustrated lecture by Pat Hilton
Saturday June 28 : Hutton Roof Crags, - Burton in Kendal
9.30 a m. Full Day excursion for Orchids & Limestone Plants
Contact: 0161-865-0118
Saturday July 19 : Millers Dale for carboniferous limestone flowers
9.30 a.m. Full Day excursion : Contact: 0161-980-8645
Tuesday July 22 : Annual Barbecue
Details from Committee
Tuesday September 23 : The first indoor meeting commences


